Hoopla Recommendations for Grade 5
Each Warwick Library card can check out 10 per month

*More in the Series Available click on series title within the book title for more

Antony, John. **Mascot** (Realistic Fiction) Audio Book Only
Arbuthnott, Shane. **Dominion** * (Science Fiction- Steam-Punk)
Athaide, Tina. **Orange for the Sunsets** (Historical Fiction)
Ballarini, Joe. **A Babysitter’s Guide to Monster Hunting** * (Scary Action Fiction)
Buckley, Michael. **NERDS** * (Action Fiction)
Charles, Tami. **Like Vanessa** (Historical Fiction)
Choldenko, Gennifer. **If a Tree Falls at Lunch Period** (Realistic Fiction)
Corr, John. **Eight Times Up** (Sports Fiction)
Doeden, Matt. **World Cup** (Non-Fiction)
Durst, Sarah. **The Girl Who Could Not Dream** (Fantasy Fiction)
Eldredge, Jan. **Evangeline of the Bayou** (Scary Fiction)
Fajardo, Alexis. **Kid Beowulf** * (Graphic Novel)
George, Jean Craighead. **Julie of the Wolves** (Action Fiction)
Gibbs, Stuart. **Last Musketeer** * (Action Fiction)
Green, Tim. **New Kid** (Sports Fiction)
Ignatow, Amy. **The Mighty Odds** (Science Fiction)
Johnson, Hal. **Fearsome Creatures of the Lumberwoods** (Scary Fiction)
Kelly, Erin E. **Hello, Universe** (Realistic Fiction)
Kyi, Tanya Lloyd. **50 Body Questions** * (Non-Fiction)
Marks, Janae. **From the Desk of Zoe Washington** (Mystery)
Marsden, Mariah. **Anne of Green Gables** (Historical Fiction)
McGee, Ron. **Ryan Quinn & the Rebels Escape** * (Action Fiction)
McMann, Lisa. **Going Wild** (Action Fantasy Fiction)
Moss, Marissa. **America’s Tea Parties** (Non-Fiction)
O'Donnell, Tom. **Hamstersaurus Rex** * (Science Fiction)
Orsmbee, Katie. **The Water and the Wild** (Fantasy Fiction)
Palmer, Iva-Maria. **Gabby Garcia’s Ultimate** *(Sports Fiction)
Paquette, Ammi-Joan. **Two Truths and a Lie** (Non-Fiction)
Pennypacker, Sara. **Pax** (Fantasy Fiction)
Ransome, Arthur. **Swallows and Amazons** (Action Fiction)
Scott Forbes. **You Rule!** (Non-Fiction)
Smith, Ronald. **The Mesmerist** (Scary Fiction)
Sweet, Melissa. **Some Writer** (Non-Fiction Biography)
Wells, Marcia. **Eddie Red Undercover** (Mystery)